ATTENTION
Soaring Eagle Casino & Resort Team Members

20% DISCOUNT OFF HOURLY ADMISSION
Show your employee badge to receive the discount

KIDS QUEST is the nation’s largest supervised children’s entertainment provider for 6 weeks through 12 years old. There is a variety of activities for the kids to enjoy: indoor play piece, arts and crafts, Techno Quest® video and arcade games (unlimited games are included in hourly price), iPad® and Wii® Stations, gym, home living area, Karaoke Star Stage, Quest Café for a snack or meal, group games and events. Open 7 days a week, nights and holidays.

Activities vary by center.

BIRTHDAY PARTY AT KIDS QUEST

10% Discount for Casino Team Members

Party includes: Party Captain to oversee the party and organize games, 90 minutes of play time and 30 minutes for cake and gift opening, a treat for each child, party decorations and supplies, and lots of FUN!

Located Soaring Eagle Casino & Resort
kidsquest.com • 888-732-4537